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The greatest men of to-da-y give sound logical reasons why the Philippines should not be annexed.
. and to do so would not only be most harmful to the interests of our country, but would be opposed tothe Constitution of the United State, the Declaration of Independence, and all the most sacreddoctrines of our Republic as handed down to ue by our Fathers.
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A tobacconist that has lately
traveled a good deal through the
state save that the'tobacco crop in
central and Piedmont North Caro-
lina is the finest since 1890. The
prospects in these sections, from
all that we can learn, never were
better. The seasons have, been all
that could be desired, and it sounds
almost ungrateful to express ' a
doubt that they may not continue
so and that before housing time
arrives serious hurt may not come
in one shape or another.

The soothing and healing prop-
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Remedy, its pleasant taste and
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and Ba'ilroad, an3 in one of the healtbiiAt
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An adjoining iO-ac- re tract can be obtained.
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FREN'CH REMEDY produces the abovt result
Cures lerwHs DtbUity, jmpotency.

Varicocele, Failmg Mempry. Sto all jdrains and
losses caused try errors of vouth. It ard$ off In-
sanity and Consumption. Young: Men regain Man-
hood and Old Men recover Youthful j Vigor. It
gives vigor and sue to shrunken organs, and fits
a man for business or marriage. Easily! carried in
the vest pocket. Price Cf PTQ 6 Boxes Ja.50
by mail, in plain pack-g- U j Q f .i with
written guarantee. OR. JEAN 0'HARRA, Paris

Howard Gardner, Cor. Opp. Poatoffice
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Achievements of Admiral Iewey" the world's
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incbes: nearlv 100 pages halftone illustrations.
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sions. Ontfltfree. Chance ota lifetime. ,nte
quick. The Dominion Cotapany.Srd Floor Cax.
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